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Abstract
In the aftermath of the ‘Brexit’ referendum two pieces of campaign material used by the
successful Leave campaign proved controversial: a slogan on the side of a bus fallaciously
implying that leaving the EU would necessarily free up £350 million a week for the NHS; and
a poster stating that Britain was at BBreaking Point^ – purportedly due to an influx of migrants
– that was redolent of Nazi propaganda. This paper analyses and develops some criticisms that
were levelled at the Leave campaigners who authorised these from the perspective of political
liberalism. It concludes that those behind the Breaking Point poster could justifiably have been
subject to non-criminal sanction by institutions such as the Electoral Commission, but that this
is not the case for the NHS bus. The Breaking Point poster warrants sanction because it
belongs to a category of hateful speech that propagates false and discriminatory beliefs about
its targets. Where these are disseminated by those in authority or of high status, such as
political campaigns, they can strengthen these beliefs amongst the rest of the population. This
can lead to members of the targeted group being unable to deliberate effectively as they are not
treated with adequate respect in political discussions, which in turn undermines the process of
public justification. As a result, it undermines public justification in a way that false factual
claims do not, eventhough in this case the NHS slogan appears to have had a greater effect on
the referendum result.

Keywords Hate speech . Legitimacy . Public reason . Brexit . Propaganda

1 Introduction

This paper argues that when hateful speech is used in political campaigns, the parties or groups
that use it might justifiably be subject to non-criminal sanctions such as the withdrawal of
institutional support and recognition. To make this case, I draw a contrast between hateful
material and campaign material that misleads voters, and argue that even where the latter
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appears to have a greater effect on voting behaviour, it should not be subject to the same
restrictions. I use two illustrative examples of controversial pieces of campaign material from
the 2016 ‘Brexit’ referendum. These were: the claim emblazoned on the side of the ‘battle bus’
used by Vote Leave, the official campaign organisation arguing in favour of Brexit, that BWe
send the EU £350 million a week, let’s fund our NHS instead^;1 and a poster put out by UKIP,
the major Eurosceptic party in Britain, depicting a line of refugees from the Middle East with
the slogan BBreaking Point^ displayed in red (hereafter I refer to the former as the NHS bus,
and the latter as the Breaking Point poster).

My personal reaction to the former was one of indifference; I accept that politicians play fast-
and-loose with facts. On the other hand the Breaking Point poster appeared at best distasteful
and at worst racist. In this paper, I suggest that regulation ought to reflect this intuition; that there
is indeed something distinctly wrong about material like the Breaking Point poster that warrants
regulation. This has not been the reaction of many ‘Remainers’.2 Some have since questioned
the legitimacy of the referendum result given the misinformation that pervaded the campaign.
To those making this case, the NHS bus represents the apotheosis of a campaign divorced from
facts.

There is certainly something to this position; if nothing else, the NHS bus seems to have
contributed positively to the Leave vote, whilst the Breaking Point poster most likely did not.
There is also a legitimate theoretical worry. The obfuscation of facts makes it more difficult for
citizens to access the relevant information to assess and deliberate on policies and laws.
Depending on the view of democracy you subscribe to this is undesirable at best, and may
even harm the legitimacy of the procedure at worst. However, the duty not to use campaign
material like this is not an enforceable one. The state ought not intervene to penalise those who
produce campaign material with flagrant lies in it; instead, in a reasonably just, liberal society,
it ought to be the job of citizens, political opponents and the media to scrutinise the claims
made by political campaigns. The most the state can do is to ensure that the information and
resources that citizens need to do this are readily available.

In contrast, the Breaking Point poster warrants non-criminal sanction applied by the Electoral
Commission, or related bodies, and directed at the campaign groups and individuals behind it. The
difference between this and the NHS bus is that it expresses hateful and discriminatory sentiments.
Rather than making a claim that can be challenged, imagery like this cultivates an environment
where some citizens cannot participate fully in politics, especially when it is deployed by actors
with perceived authority. Admittedly, the claim that acts of speech can have this effect is difficult to
provide evidence for, and the case for restriction is provisional and contingent on such evidence. It
is therefore worth separating the two parts of my argument; the main hypothesis that speech that
has this effect might be subject to non-criminal or ‘soft’ sanctions, which is conditional; and a
secondary argument that there is sufficient evidence that speech acts like the Breaking Point poster
have exclusionary effects to justify such sanctions in this case.

In the final section of the paper, I locate my position relative to existing debates around hate
speech and democracy and respond to the worry that sanctions on political parties of the kind
that I describe are anti-democratic. I argue that restricting material like the Breaking Point
poster might actually enhance the democratic process by protecting people from being unfairly
marginalised in deliberation. To make this argument, and throughout the paper, I draw upon

1 I have inserted the comma into this quote – on the bus there is a line break between ‘week’ and ‘let’s’.
2 I use the colloquial terms ‘Remainers’ and ‘Leavers’ to refer to campaigners on either side.
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the idea of effective political voice or the capacity to take part in the shaping of laws. I base this
on an account of legitimacy achieved through public justification.

2 Democracy and Effective Political Voice

2.1 The Importance of Political Voice

In this paper I make some broad assumptions about the nature of democracy, and the
role of freedom of expression in this. My underlying assumption is that democracy
requires the co-authorship of laws amongst citizens, and that this requires that citizens
have an equal political voice. By ‘equal political voice’, I do not mean that each citizen
has the same influence on laws, but that they have the same effective capacity to
participate in deliberation. The entitlement to an equivalent political voice is a rela-
tional one - it is the entitlement to be taken seriously by others in a mutually respectful
environment. It is, to use Williams’ terminology, a right that we must Bsecure^, rather
than something that can be possessed formally^ (2005: 107). This requires some
adherence to deliberative norms. For political voice to be effective for all, citizens
must enter deliberation prepared to justify their opinions, and to listen to others and in
some cases change their minds (Dryzek 2000: 15).

Citizens do not always enter deliberation in this spirit. What is more, I assume that
the state cannot coerce citizens into doing so in an unobjectionable way. As such, fair
political voice can only ever be secured in a provisional and contingent way through
institutional arrangements. These extend beyond just the core political rights common
to all democratic theories. In addition it requires things like adequate platforms for
political groups, funding and support for political parties, appropriate provision and
regulation of any state media outlets and civic education. All of this requires the
regulation of these institutions and systems to be conducted in a way that the various
parts work together.

2.2 Political Voice and Public Justification

The basis for this claim about political voice is a wider acceptance that the process of
legitimising laws requires a process of public justification. I accept at the outset something
like Rawls’ constraint on legitimacy. This is that:

Bour exercise of political power is fully proper only when it is exercised in accordance
with a constitution the essentials of which all citizens as free and equal may reasonably
be expected to endorse in the light of principles and ideals acceptable to their common
human reason. … Only a political conception of justice that all citizens might be
reasonably expected to endorse can serve as the basis for public reason and
justification^. (Rawls 2005: 137)

I use the term ‘something like’ because in this paper I address all accounts of
legitimacy that retain two main tenets of Rawls’ thought: that legitimate laws are
based on reasons that are somehow acceptable to all, and that citizens must be
prepared to justify their position publicly, in a way that others can observe, scrutinise
and challenge. A more general public justification principle is that B[a] coercive action
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C is justified if and only if each and every member of the public P has (a) conclusive
reason(s) R to endorse C^ (Vallier 2011, 262). This encompasses both of the domi-
nant theories of public reason at this point – the Rawlsian model and the alternative
‘convergence’ approach.

This standard is fairly broad and encompasses a variety of liberal views that argue
laws ought to be justified through appeal to the reason of other citizens (Larmore
2015: 78–9). It is also a feature of most accounts of deliberative democracy: for
example Gutmann and Thompson see a principle of reciprocity and an obligation to
justify coercive laws to all other citizens as one of the underlying principles of their
theory (2000: 167).3 There remains disagreement as to whether a fuller, deliberative
system of democracy is required by public justification (see Gaus and Vallier 2009).
For the purposes of this paper, I assume simply that some process by which laws are
scrutinised in public is necessary for their legitimacy and for citizens to effectively
participate in the co-authorship of laws.

3 The NHS Bus Poster

The now-infamous NHS bus was deployed by Vote Leave, the official campaign group for
Brexit as designated by the Electoral Commission. It stated ‘We send the EU £350 million a
week, let’s fund our NHS instead’. Some Leave campaigners have argued that they used the
figure of ‘the cost of an NHS hospital’ in order to illustrate how expensive remaining in the EU
was. Conversely, disgruntled Remainers have argued that by using the claim so prominently, it
would have appeared to some voters that Brexit would necessarily free up £350 million to
spend on the NHS. Leave campaigners have consistently backed away from this claim since
the vote (Griffin 2016).

There have been some preliminary challenges to the use of the image. For example, the
Advertising Standards Agency received 374 complaints.4 A pressure group emerged called
Vote Leave Watch that was devoted to making the government come up with the money,
seemingly in an effort to force as many Leavers as possible to admit that the bus was
misleading. There have even been suggestions that the referendum ought to be repeated
because of the dishonesty of the leave side, and the belief that Bthe leave side won because
they… promised something that does not exist^ (Rothstein 2016).

Though I am not convinced that the NHS bus is uniquely problematic amongst lies in
political campaigns, it is worth unpacking this objection. Whilst it is true that calculating the
cost of EU membership for the UK is complicated, the claim was inaccurate by any reasonable
measure. I assume here that there was never going to be £350 million available to the NHS
weekly as a direct result of the Brexit vote. Even if the UK exchequer were to have an extra
£350 million per week in its coffers as a result of Brexit, there is no reason to assume any
government would choose to spend all of this on the NHS. More importantly, whilst the UK
‘sends’ £350 million to the EU as a gross figure, it also receives a rebate, so the net figure is
much less than this. There are other complicating factors as well - part of the UK’s contribution
to the EU goes on overseas development projects, the overall funding levels of which are an

3 See also Bohman and Rehg, who identify this as the common feature of various accounts of deliberative
democracy (1997: xiii).
4 See Parker (2016) for a journalistic discussion of this.
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independent commitment of the British government. It did not factor in the potential cost of
any subsequent trade deal with the EU, or of any potential lowering of government incomes as
a result of any post-Brexit economic downturn; whilst claims about economic consequences
were the result of modelling, and predictions, the NHS bus claim did not make any attempt to
factor in variables of this kind.5

A naïve defence of the Leave campaign might be that because the figure is hard to reach,
they went for the best possible figure for their cause. A cynic would see it as a lie designed to
convince voters of a simple untruth. Both of these interpretations of events seem inadequate,
especially given that the statements of key Leavers and commentators on the campaign suggest
more subtle and nuanced motivations. Dominic Cummings, the political operative who acted
as the campaign chief for Vote Leave notes in a personal blog that:

BPundits and MPs kept saying ‘why isn’t Leave arguing about the economy and living
standards’. They did not realise that for millions of people, £350m/NHS was about the
economy and living standards… It was clearly the most effective argument… with
almost every demographic. Even with UKIP voters it was level-pegging with immigra-
tion. Would we have won without immigration? No. Would we have won without
£350m/NHS? All our research and the close result strongly suggests No. Would we
have won by spending our time talking about trade and the Single Market? No Way.^
(Cummings 2017)

This is not to say that he believes that people believed the figure, so to speak. Instead, he refers
at various points in the blog to the idea of telling Bcompelling stories^, and connecting the EU
to a general dissatisfaction with the economic state of the country (Ibid.). The idea behind the
poster seems to have been to make the debate about the costs rather than the benefits of EU
membership. As Shipman puts it in his account of the campaign, B[e]very time there was a row
about the size of the cost to taxpayers of EU membership, it simply reinforced in voters’minds
that there was a high cost^ (2017: 259). The idea here was that as soon as any Remainer
responded to the NHS bus with a response of the kind: ‘actually, EU membership costs £X
million instead’, they were already on the back foot because they were talking about costs not
benefits. It also enabled Vote Leave to place their logo next to the NHS logo, an institution that
the public values highly. None of these purported objectives depended upon people being
convinced of the specifics of the claim. Despite this, speech acts of this kind can still have
damaging effects on democratic discourse by ‘muddying the waters’ in factual deliberations.

The NHS bus can therefore be thought of as an example of what Stanley calls Bundermining
propaganda^. These are speech acts that involve Berecting difficult epistemic obstacles to
recognising tendencies of goals to misalign with certain ideals^ (2015: 57). He applies this
idea fairly broadly and refers to the deeper ideological or moral commitments that underpin
society, whilst in this case I apply it to factual deliberations. The key phrase in Stanley’s
definition is Bepistemic obstacle^. The NHS bus introduced such obstacles because it made it
harder for a member of the public to establish what the costs and benefits of Brexit are. It did
this by wrongly problematising the epistemic authority of some bodies and figures, and in
doing so eroding the set of common factual reference points in the debate.

This is a problem for a democratic process that depends on mutual justification and citizens
having a political voice, as this depends on areas of agreement. This agreement must exist at the
level of democratic norms, but also upon a set of epistemic standards. In Rawlsian theories of public

5 For a full breakdown of the problems with the claim see Reuben (2016)
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reason these include a set of common facts that can be used as reference points in deliberation.
Rawls argues that we have an obligation to draw upon commonly agreed upon facts, specifically
Baccepted general beliefs and forms of reasoning found in common sense, and the methods and
conclusions of sciencewhere they are not controversial^ (2005: 224). The other dominant school of
thought in public reason theorising, the ‘convergence’ view does not make this specific demand,
but does stipulate that citizens should avoid Bgross epistemic error^ (Vallier 2014: 106).

There is a question of how accessible specialist knowledge, such as that necessary to
understand the minutiae of economic policy, is to the general public (Herzog 2012: 273). In
practice there is a trade-off between widening participation in deliberation and the set of
commonly agreed upon facts that can be drawn upon (Cohen and Fung 2004: 27). This is
because if we accept that citizens have divergent cognitive abilities and standards of reasoning,
we ought not draw up a set of facts that we treat as commonsense, but that actually are beyond
the reasoning capacities of the majority of citizens.6 The problem with undermining propa-
ganda is that it is not an attempt to mediate this trade-off – by challenging the claims of experts
that are not accessible to lay-people, say – but rather that it eliminates common reference
points in political discourse by obscuring complicated issues. In doing so it undermines
deliberation according to the standards of public justification that I have set out. It does this
by reducing the pool of shared knowledge (if we accept a Rawlsian view) or increasing the
chance of serious error (if we take the convergence view).

The troublesome function of the NHS bus, then, is to neutralise the discussion of the
economic impact of Brexit by increasing scepticism of all factual claims, and presenting all
predictions as equally bad. It nullifies the issue by reducing the set of commonly accepted,
relevant facts and therefore making it harder to come to judgments about the effects of different
policy options.

3.1 Should Material like this be Regulated

The central problem here is that there is a strong incentive to argue against commonly held
beliefs because themere act of doing sowill lead to some people doubting the fact, meaning that
the belief is no longer commonly held. The set of facts upon which there is a consensus can
therefore be eroded intentionally by enterprising, but insincere, dissenters. To avoid this
situation requires the imposition of at least some kind of external epistemic standard by which
these facts might be judged. In practice there are a number of risks to the state imposing such a
standard itself, at least by silencing those who do not accept or acknowledge it. As I noted at the
start, the state cannot coercively enforce a deliberative spirit. I also assume that enough political
actors violate epistemic norms enough of the time that actually trying to prevent the dissem-
ination of misleading information risks overreach and cuts against a liberal belief that the state
should interfere as little as possible in political debates. Interference is problematic because if
the state limits the terms of political debate, it might prevent people from raising alternatives or
objections to laws such that the laws produced cannot be described as publicly justified.7

Such coercion might still be warranted in cases like the NHS bus that have a significant
distortionary effect on deliberation if there were no alternative. However, fact-checking

6 My understanding of these divergent abilities and standards falls roughly in line with that described by Gaus
See Gaus (2011: 254-7) for his argument that the standards of reasoning required ought not be to burdensome,
and (276–9) for his account of plural standards of moral reasoning.
7 See final section for a brief summary of this position.
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remains a job that citizens can perform. The NHS bus might have made it slightly harder by
causing wrongful doubt in epistemic authorities, but it did not make it impossible. In liberal
democracies citizens have the capacity to check the veracity of claims; to challenge those that
make them; and to seek to persuade others of their view. Whilst I argue in the next section that
some speech acts can undermine participation in this process, and therefore warrant regulation,
I do not believe this is the case for factually misleading claims.

To illustrate this, consider Scanlon’s argument that certain kinds of subliminal advertising
ought to be subject to regulation because of the way that it undermines the autonomy of those
influenced by it (2003: 90–2). Could the NHS bus poster not be said to do the same, in terms
of political autonomy, by influencing people in ways they could not perceive?

I do not think so. Whilst I do not offer a judgment on Scanlon’s overall argument here, I do
not believe that the NHS bus meets his criteria for problematic (and therefore justly subject to
regulation) subliminal advertising. Scanlon argues that many acts of expression have sublim-
inal, which is to say unperceived, effects on the listener. What sets apart the subset of
subliminal advertising that ought to be regulated is that it convinces people that they have
Bgood reason^ to do something when they do not (91). I do not believe this is the case with the
NHS bus. Whilst we might plausibly argue that the NHS bus was meant to influence people to
vote for Brexit, it is harder to prove that the intent was to fool them into doing so when they
had good reason not to. It is hard to make this case stick for two reasons. First, it requires
claims about what people's true interests are in these cases, and what might count as a good
reason. These kinds of claim are difficult for liberals who acknowledge pluralism of reasons
and interests to sustain. It appears objectionable from a liberal perspective to say that voters
who support policies that appear contrary to their economic interests do so for ‘bad’ reason,
given the myriad other reasons they might have. Second, the NHS bus was sufficiently debated
that it cannot be considered truly subliminal. It is likely that, despite the negative effects of the
poster, citizens spent more time critically reflecting on it than they do most adverts.

The role for the state in this situation is to ensure that citizens have the time and information
to take on this role in deliberation, and to inculcate relevant reasoning skills and attitudes in
education. It can also help the process of scrutinising claims along by using ‘positive speech’.
In this case, whilst the NHS bus ought not have seen Vote Leave lose their accreditation as the
‘official’ campaign, official bodies might have intervened to make the relevant information
available to the public, possibly through ‘positive’ speech acts (see, for example,
Brettschneider (2012)).8 This would help people who are limited in the time and effort they
have to spend looking through treasury reports trying to establish the true cost of Britain’s
membership of the EU, and the likely economic impact of leaving. State bodies ought to
release factual information in these cases, and state broadcasters have a duty to present the
relevant information in an accessible way.

4 The Breaking Point Poster

I argued in the previous section that there are some things that, in a democracy, ought to be left
to citizens, and that ultimately being able to scrutinise the factual claims of political campaigns

8 It has been suggested to me that institutions like the Office of National Statistics might play a prominent role in
this effort.
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is one of them. In this section I argue that political campaign material that engages in hateful
speech might be restricted, and that the Breaking Point poster is an example of this.

At this point it is worth clarifying my argument that the Breaking Point Poster counts as
Bhate speech^. I believe that it does count as hate speech, and that it should be subject to
regulation. However, I define both hate speech and regulation broadly. I use the term ‘hate
speech’ as Brown does to describe a set of acts of expression that share a family resemblance,
specifically the targeting of protected or non-dominant groups within a society on grounds of
characteristics like race or gender, and the use of vituperative language or imagery (2017a). To
this I would add that hateful speech conveys a significant lack of respect towards its target by
drawing upon, or fostering, harmful and untrue discourses about groups within society.

The Breaking Point Poster fits this definition. It presents non-white migrants as a hostile or
invading force and an imminent threat to British resources. The most plausible interpretation of
this imagery is that it was an attempt to stir racial animus amongst a subset of Leave voters.
The poster has been likened to an image used by Nazis. Even if we do not accept this, it is hard
to interpret it as not singling out recent arrivals in the country specifically and, given the
fascistic undertones, non-whites, for differential treatment.

Brown does not believe all speech acts of this kind should be criminalised, or subject to one
single response, arguing that:

B[T]he ordinary concept hate speech denotes a heterogeneous collection of phenomena
held together by family resemblances rather than a single essential feature, then there is
no earthly reason for that society not to start to look for a plurality of ways of responding
to hate speech, and to embrace the idea that the criminal law is not the only way of
combating hate speech^ (2017a: 610).

In this spirit, whilst the Breaking Point poster lies at the margins of hateful speech, it should
not be subject to criminal sanction. However, it does transgress the norms expected of political
campaigns because of its potential effect on political voice, so should be subject to limited
sanctions within this sphere. Such hate speech can, when practiced by political elites, have
harmful effects on the democratic forum, and as such might be subject to measures that amount
to partial censorship when practised by political parties or recognised campaign groups.

The effects that I am concerned with are not the effect of speech acts on the result of the
specific campaign, but on the democratic process as a whole. In this case, the conventional
wisdom is that, whilst the NHS bus was important in a narrow victory, the Breaking Point poster
had little impact, and if it did it is likely to have harmed the Leave vote. It was released on the day
that Jo Cox, a Member of Parliament, was murdered, and most prominent Leavers disowned it.
Some even set about trying to prevent Farage from using similar imagery in the final week of the
campaign, believing that it would hurt their cause (Shipman 2017: 291). Whilst it is a matter of
considerable speculation as to whether the Leave side would have won had they not used the
claim about the NHS so prominently, there is no serious thought that in a counter-factual universe
where the Breaking Point poster was not released Remain would have carried the day.

Speech acts like the Breaking Point poster warrant sanction because they make it harder for
some people to utilise their democratic voice in general, rather than because of its effect on a
particular vote. The targets are not immediately harmed by such discourses, but if they gain
traction political debate is framed in such a way that they are treated as outsiders to the
democratic process. Indeed, recent migrants – the primary though not exclusive target of the
poster – would have been unable to vote in the referendum. Nonetheless, it remains the case
that they ought still be able to contribute to deliberation on an issue that affects them, as I
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believe the Brexit vote does, and to participate in future debates where they are more direct
stakeholders.9 Persistent use of imagery like the Breaking Point poster by those in positions of
relative authority can cause a shift in public perceptions that leads to some groups not being
taken seriously in political deliberation. This amounts to a de facto exclusion from the process
of deliberating over laws due to the loss of an effective political voice.

Something like this effect has been discussed in other work on hate speech, for example
when Waldron discusses Bgroup defamation^ or Bgroup libel^ (2012: 39–40). This is the
spreading of mistruths about groups within society that causes them to be treated unfairly or
unjustly. He also emphasises the loss of dignity that occurs when we are frequently part of a
Bdisfiguring social environment^ where such ideas persist (117). The Bdisfiguring social
environment^ I am concerned with is one that contributes to a situation where some are
treated as inferiors in political deliberation. This undermines effective political voice, because
it causes others to treat them differently.

The loss of esteem in the eyes of other citizens can lead to members of groups targeted by
hate speech suffering an epistemic injustice (Fricker 2007). One manifestation of epistemic
injustice is Btestimonial injustice^, the injustice of being doubted as a knower, or of having the
integrity of one’s knowledge challenged (1–2). Group libel can generate this kind of an
injustice because it propagates negative stereotypes of a kind that can become latent assump-
tions in public discourse. Minority groups can therefore be forced to deliberate as if such
stereotypes are true in order to facilitate a productive dialogue; Stanley uses the example of
African Americans who end up participating in debates where racist stereotypes that they are
lazy or violent persist (2015: 163). This analysis can be applied the Breaking Point poster. It
depicts non-white citizens and recent migrants as a hostile force, and a drain on resources.
Deliberating when these traits are assumed at the outset means accepting disrespectful
falsehoods, and a concurrent loss of perceived credibility. It is to deliberate at a disadvantage,
as it requires the internalisation of a norm that the speaker is less trustworthy or able.

The status of the speaker matters in these cases because it determines the extent to which
what they say impacts on the informal norms that underpin deliberation. The idea that a group
is inferior is far more likely to become normalised over time if it is a trope that is drawn upon
frequently by those in authority, in part because of the Blicensing^ effect this can have (Maitra
2012: 111–6). Where actors who have a certain status within the political system use overtly
racist material, like the Breaking Point poster, it can, over time, affect the perception of its
targets amongst other citizens and erode the stigma attached to such views. The fact that it is
politicians, or those involved in recognised political campaigns, matters here. When they
violate a norm of equal respect they violate a requirement to treat people as equal, and they do
so from a position of relatively high status. It is the combination of the relative status of UKIP
and the duties they have as a political party that means their acts are worthy of soft censorship,
whilst normal citizens who presented similar imagery in other contexts would not be. So, for
example, an artist might use similar imagery in a provocative piece and not warrant a similar
sanction, in part because they do not receive some of the benefits that politicians and
campaigners do, so these cannot be withdrawn.10

9 Though I cannot defend it here, my belief is that the normative justificatory constituency, i.e. those entitled to a
say, extends beyond British citizens in this case. One reviewer noted that if this is the case, non-citizens who
ought to be able to vote but cannot, and are further disadvantaged in deliberation, face a compound injustice.
10 I focus on officially designated groups because they are highly influential, and because of the formal benefits
they receive from state bodies. I do not deny that other groups that exert significant influence might have other
soft sanctions applied.
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The NHS bus was endorsed by politicians with a higher profile than Nigel Farage, so there
was the potential for a more profound ‘licensing effect’. What matters, though, is what is being
licensed. With the NHS bus, any licensing effect would have served to inculcate a wrongful
mistrust of experts, or disregard an epistemic duty. In the case of the Breaking Point poster it is
a license to disregard other citizens.

Both of these effects can be understood as forms of epistemic injustice, and that framework
explains why the injustice suffered by targets of racist speech is more severe. In the case of the
NHS bus, some individuals suffer an epistemic injustice because others make incorrect
judgments about their reasoning capacities on a systematic basis and wrongfully disregarding
their testimonies – in this case causing people to wrongly underestimate some ‘experts’ and
politicians whilst having too much faith in others. This kind of epistemic injustice is very
widespread, as we often make quick judgments about the epistemic credentials of others with
limited evidence, and get this wrong (Origgi 2012). Similarly racist speech can cause other
actors in a deliberation to wrongfully mistrust the testimony of the targets.

Why is this effect more severe in the latter case? Or, to put it differently, why are the
epistemic injustices that people suffer as a result of being the targets of persistent racist speech
worse from a democratic perspective? The answer lies in the connection between equal respect
and the conception of effective political voice that I have drawn. Experts who are wrongly
maligned, and putative authorities that are disregarded because of factually misleading claims
that ‘muddy the waters’ retain a level of esteem such that we can reasonably expect that they
will maintain a level of influence in deliberation. The epistemic injustices that accrue with the
internalisation of racist norms are more severe. Crucially, given the account of political voice I
have described, the kind of epistemic mistrust suffered by the targets of racist material is
equivalent to a disrespect for the basic capacities of these individuals as reasoners; I am not
convinced this is the case for those who suffer an epistemic injustice as a result of the NHS bus.

My argument is admittedly hard to provide evidence for, as it is difficult to show how
attitudes to a particular group change over time, and the effects of this on deliberation. Not
only that, but the effect of hateful speech on background norms is gradual and cumulative –
individual instances of hateful speech will only have a marginal effect. It also rests on the
assumption that the structural disadvantages that the typical targets of racial hate speech like
the Breaking Point poster face in political deliberation are more severe than those suffered by
‘experts’ in the last few years.

The combination of these structural disadvantages and the evidence we have of the effects
of racist speech on deliberation is sufficient to underpin a provisional case for restriction. A
wide ranging study of the effects of hate speech in Australia notes that a repeated theme raised
by the targets of hate speech in interviews was that one of the harms they encountered as
targets was Bpersuading others to believe negative stereotypes, conditioning the environment
such that racism is normalized and causing hearers to imitate the behaviour of hate speakers^
(Gelber and McNamara 2016: 336). Furthermore the study found that the effect of hate speech
tended to be systemic; the silencing of political voice is something that occurs over time as a
result of a combination of speech acts that undermine citizens' ability to Bparticipate fully in
society^ rather than inhibiting their ability to shape a certain law (337). Whilst it is hard to
show the silencing effect of the Breaking Point poster on specific individuals, it belongs to a
kind of speech that inculcates this effect.11

11 Burnett (2017: 87) offers a breakdown of the rise in racist incidents and hate-crimes after the referendum,
which can be seen as further evidence for a shift in public attitudes.
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This kind of evidence has been cited as evidence that we should apply a
Bprecautionary principle^ to the censorship of hate speech, which states that there is
a strong enough prima facie case that hate speech has harmful effects that make it
worthy of restriction, so the burden of proof should be placed on those who believe it
does not (Brown 2017b: 613–5). Whilst I have reservations about the application of
such a principle when invoked to defend criminal sanctions, I believe that given the
role of politicians, and their capacity to shape norms, that it should be applied to
campaign regulation.

‘Softer’ sanctions that could be applied include limits to the activity, recognition of
and institutional support for political parties and campaign groups. In the most extreme
cases parties might be banned. This is still a severe punishment given that parties are the
main vehicles many citizens have for advancing their interests in politics (Kirshner 2014:
72), and is disproportionate in this case. When evaluating measures that might limit the
voice of political groups we must be mindful not only of their increased responsibilities,
but also the countervailing argument that because politicians and parties are integral to
articulating others’ interests, there are independent reasons to protect their speech in
some contexts that must be weighed against any restrictions (Sottiaux and Rummens
2012: 125).

There are, however, other ‘softer’ steps that might be taken. The UKIP-affiliated Leave.EU
was passed over as the ‘designated’ leave campaign, and the Breaking Point poster ought to
harm the chances of any of the key figures being part of a group that gains a similar
designation in future. However, UKIP and Leave.EU were Bpermitted participants^ in the
referendum campaign, registered through the Electoral Commission. Concrete benefits of this
status include being able to legally spend over £10,000 on the campaign and having access to
the electoral register, whilst surveyed campaigns also note that they sought designation
because of increased publicity and perceived legitimacy (Fisher and Rottweiler 2016: 7); all
of these could be withdrawn. UKIP is also entitled to similar support and recognition as a
political party and has, in the past, been entitled to a small amount of state funding through
‘short money’.12

Members of UKIP continue to feature prominently in the media, and a case can be made
that the BBC, a state broadcaster, might ‘no-platform’ them in future, or refuse to run party
political broadcasts. There might even be a case for treating such speech acts as a sign of an
individual politician like Farage being held in contempt of their office, though there is less
precedent for this. There are, then, non-criminal sanctions of consequence that can be used
against political parties in the UK system, and the goal of this article has been to show that
these would be appropriate in this case.

The intent of the sanctions is to prevent distortionary effects on the process of deliberation.
This means that we ought to consider sanctions only when the effect is particularly strong,
rather than the intent being particularly bad, and that we should only do so when sanctions are
effective (Kirshner 2014: 80–81). I believe the potential effect, given the status UKIP
achieved, to be sufficient to warrant consideration of such sanctions for the reasons I set out
above.

I am less sure about whether such sanctions would be effective in terms of actually
producing the desired effect of diminishing UKIP’s influence. UKIP are, after all, a populist
party of sorts, and they might have gained traction by being able to point to an establishment

12 UKIP have not always claimed the full financial support they are entitled to.
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cover up.13 I argue here only that sanctions may, in principle, be justified, and that effective-
ness is an empirical question that needs to be considered subsequent to this.14

5 Responding to Existing Theories of Freedom of Expression

I have argued that sanctions meant to restrict hateful expression by political parties or
campaigns can enhance the democratic process by protecting the political voice of some
citizens. This a narrow application of Brown’s 'Nuanced Principle of Democracy’,
whereby restriction on some speech might be limited in order to ensure all citizens
might participate politically as they are entitled to (2015: 195). It is a narrow application
in two senses: first it depends on a particular view of what constitutes an equal political
voice, and second because I focus on the regulation through non-criminal means of
political parties. Whatever the overall merits of Brown’s arguments, I suggest that
something like the nuanced principle ought to apply in this arena, because of its
importance to the democratic process.

This runs against a strong current in the literature that any restrictions on (even
hateful) speech acts are necessarily anti-democratic. Post, for example, argues that the
purpose of a right to freedom of expression is to ensure that all can participate in the co-
authorship of the laws they are subject to (Post 2011: 482), whilst Dworkin sees freedom
of expression as constitutive of a broader right Bto contribute to the moral environment^
(2009: viii). Heinze argues that freedom of expression is constitutive of democratic
decision-making (2016: 14–18), and sees the absence of viewpoint-selective restrictions
as essential to this legitimising function (22). Such arguments are important given that
most accounts of public justification in the tradition I am operating in treats an expansive
right to freedom of expression as necessary to the process of legitimising laws for similar
reasons (Rawls 2005: 354).15

It is beyond the scope of this paper to fully discuss or rebut these. However, there are two
reasons that I do not see these arguments as undermining my case for non-criminal sanctions in
the Breaking Point poster example.

First, I have emphasised the importance of status in deliberation. The view I have of
deliberation depends upon certain respectful relationships that hate speech appears to discour-
age.16 By drawing on the ideas of epistemic injustice and the thought that citizens ought to
treat each other respectfully if deliberation is to work such that laws might be legitimate, I have
shown that merely guaranteeing certain ‘negative rights’ is insufficient to ensure adequate
status and voice in deliberation. When the state interferes in other citizens’ speech acts in order
to limit hate speech it might therefore be protecting this status in a substantial way. At this
point the interlocutors listed above may point out that state limits on speech and expression

13 There is a view that sanctions of the kind I describe are counter-productive. For example, Heinze argues that
restrictions on hate speech lead to it being concealed using coded speech (2013: 596). In the political science
literature, there is a general understanding that populist parties, which I consider UKIP to be, benefit from their
outsider status and acts of censure might burnish this (see Taggart and Kaltwasser 2016: 217).
14 For a view that frames the containment of the far-right in similar terms whilst grappling with this empirical
question, see Rummens and Abts (2010).
15 Some have argued that Rawls is incorrect to assume that such a wide-ranging right to freedom of expression is
required by his own account of political legitimacy. See, for example, Bonotti (2015).
16 Jarymowicz (2014) criticises Post for his failure to take into account the Brelational^ aspects of democratic
citizenship.
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remain inimical to democracy, even if this holds true. I do not completely disagree. However,
the sanctions that I have suggested in this article do not amount to complete exclusion from the
public sphere. The harms of this kind of regulation are therefore limited, and do not diminish
or outweigh the argument in the previous section that regulating hate speech can help protect
effective political voice.

The second difference is in how I see the network of institutions that fosters, supports and
enables political parties to act as vehicles for citizens’ interests, and thus enable citizens’
political voice. In my view, we should treat the question of how to structure political
institutions around how best to realise an ideal of equal political voice for all. In this discussion
I treated freedom of expression as a right amongst many others that contributes towards this,
and as a right that should be regulated differently in different contexts. When we think about
the way political parties and campaigns are regulated we should not treat this as a ‘neutral’
environment, but rather a complex competitive system where the state uses various measures
to foster, support and amplify the concerns of different parties. The state and other institutions
offer a platform for campaigns, and this being withdrawn is not normatively equivalent to legal
censorship.

A broader point is that democratic defences of free speech at any level, including as a
constitutional right, depend on the understanding of democracy invoked. My case in this paper
has depended on a particular account of democracy, and what a functioning democratic process
looks like. The defences of unrestricted freedom of expression that I cite also depend on a
detailed view of what democratic citizenship entails.17 I would suggest that differences of
opinion on hate speech regulation in the context of democratic citizenship are often disagree-
ments about the latter.

6 Conclusion

This article has argued that if a political party or campaign group engages in racist hate
speech it might legitimately be subject to non-criminal sanctions that involve the
withdrawal of institutional recognition and support. This is because the function of a
political party is to operate within a system that enables citizens to participate in the co-
authorship of laws, and hate speech delivered from a position of authority might serve to
normalise or inculcate behaviour that undermines this. Efforts to distort the factual terms
of political deliberation also have a harmful effect on the process of legitimising laws.
However there are no grounds to restrict speech like this, because it does not undermine
political voice in the same way. Applied to the two examples, the Breaking Point poster
could plausibly have led to some citizens being less able to participate effectively in
politics, whilst the NHS bus did not have the same effect on those who disputed the
claim. I ended by suggesting some ways in which this discussion might respond to
objections that arise from the literature connecting a wide-ranging right to freedom of
expression with democratic legitimacy. I argued that where such theories depend on a
‘thick’ conception of political voice, non-criminal sanctions that curb hate speech might
be permissible and consistent with a defence of freedom of expression on democratic
grounds.

17 Baker (2011) makes this point in his critique of Post.
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